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Abstract- Micro-active medium  ) MSI ( “Metal thin Silver film / 

p-Si<100>/ Glass” cavity was designed for micro and nano laser 

systems, based on ~120 nm metal thin Ag film in thickness,   p-

Si<100>and Glass 0.5 mm in thickness making cavity of material 

matrix ” MSI”. We have shown for the first time strong lasing in 

visible region “~625nm” from simple material cavity “MSI” after 

interaction with ”Ar+ ion laser, 514.5 nm: 0.7-0.8 watt” at room 

temperature. Si type was selected after PL study using He-Ne 

laser”543.5nm” and Ar+ ion laser”514.5” nm .We have obtained 

excellent results from PL study after thermal treated p-Si<100>.  

In this work, we discuss the origin of this lasing and explain the 

relationship between the surface texture of Si and output 

intensity of   lasing action at red emission. We have found there 

is strong relationship between excitation power and ΔνFWHM of 

“MSI” matrix emission at room temperature. 

 

Index Terms- Thin film Technology, nano laser systems, Nano 

particles, PL studies & Micro-Nano cavities design. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

he use of metallic cavities is a possible way of further 

miniaturizing lasers, which until now has received little 

attention [1]. The coupling of radiative emitters to the surface-

bound electromagnetic waves supported by metals (surface 

plasmons) is an important topic in nano-optics [2]. Room 

temperature lasing of optically pumped semiconductor metallic 

nano-lasers has also been presented [3]. There are currently two 

main approaches in designing nanolasers. The first approach 

utilizes dielectric based structures. Dielectrics have low loss at 

optical frequencies and can be designed as multilayer stacks to 

provide strong optical feedback. Light confinement with 

dielectrics, either by total  

        Internal Reflection or stop band reflection, entails inherent 

scalability limitation. The second approach in designing 

nanolasers uses metal in the cavity. In recent years, nanoscale 

metallic, plasmonic and metallo-dielectric cavities have shown to 

confine light in ultra-small volumes and to improve the gain-

mode spatial overlap. Moreover, metal cavities offer better 

thermal management in comparison to dielectric cavities and are 

more suitable for electrical pumping. However, existing metal-

based nanolasers require high threshold pump power because of 

the significant absorption loss of the metals at optical frequencies 

[4-14]. Nanolasers are an emerging field of science, with a wide 

range of applications from on-chip optical communication, ultra 

high resolution imaging, and single molecule spectroscopy..etc. 

In this study, we have demonstrated the simple cavity design of 

((Micro-active medium) MSI () “Metal thin Silver film /Si/ 

Glass” for microlaser and nanolaser systems and its applications. 

it is excellent working at room-temperature with CW excitation. 

The cavity properties are guided light emission with increasing in 

intensity according to incident laser power” Ar+ ion laser, 514.5 

nm: 0.7-0.8 watt”. The cavity showed good thermal stability due 

to metal coating to silicon substrate. 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

        Micro-active medium  ) MSI ( “Metal thin Silver film /Si/ 

Glass” cavity was designed for micro and nano laser systems  

from “monocrystalline  p-Si<100>wafer was coated with thin 

Silver film, ~120nm in thickness /glass, 0.5 mm in thickness as 

shown in Fig.1. The thin (Ag) film is prepared by DC plasma 

sputter deposition using argon gas. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 Micro-active medium ( MSI ( “Metal thin Silver film 

/Si/ Glass” cavity 

 

         To reduce surface scattering of emitted light from Si 

surface and to increase the matching factor of thin Ag film/ p-

type Si surface, it achieved by thermal treated Si samples. 

Optically, we have studied those samples using PL system” He-

Ne laser”543.5nm” and Ar+ ion laser”514.5” nm”. The plot of 

Photoluminescence shows good results after the thermal 

treatment, indicating an increase in light collection efficiency 

after change the surface texture of Si surface as shown in Fig.1, 2 

and 3. 
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Figure 2  p-type Si gives optimum PL intensity emission 

before and after treatment at room temperature using green 

light  with different laser systems ”Ar+ ion and He-Ne”. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Output emissions from cavity before Si treatment 

 

Figure 3 Output emissions from cavity after Si treatment 

using different excitation power. 

 

         The output emission of cavity has recorded using set up 

experiment with excitation source” Ar+ ion laser, 514.5 nm: 0.7-

0.8 watt” working at room temperature. It was made for this 

study as shown in Fig.4.  

 

 
Figure 4 Set up experiment for MSI cavity 

 

III. DISCUSSION &CONCLUSION 

         Micro laser cavity “Si -silver-Glass” has been designed and 

characterized optically. Ar+ ion laser “0.7-0.8 watt “showed the 

optimum excitation power to get red emission with high intensity 

from that cavity at room temperature. P-type Si showed the 

optimum type for this design as shown in above figures after 

thermal treatment. Glass works as good reflector to Red light  

and good absorber to Green light as shown in Fig.5,it helps the 

efficiency of optical feedback to enhance output emission of 

“MSI “cavity in red region.   

MSI 

Cav

ity 
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Figure 5 Glass is good absorber to Green light 

 

        At the cavity end light is reflected back at Glass surface into 

the core “M SI “, thus forming a Fabry-Perot cavity.  

 

 
 

Figure 6 shows the light propagation into MSI cavity and n 

steps into cavity 

 

        Here as shown in Fig.6, the refractive index of Ag and Si 

working as one optical core because the nano structure of thin Ag 

film. Both localized surface plasmons found in Ag film and 

propagating plasmon—polaritons in continuous metallic films 

would give rise to large luminescence enhancements. Due to the 

larger penetration of the electric field into the cavity, we would 

favor the propagating plasmons—polaritons as an explanation for 

the increase in the luminescence intensity with increasing the 

excitation power. On the other hand, surface plasmon excitation 

on the air/Ag then Ag /Si interfaces by light emitted from the 

glass is also possible, would give rise large red emission 

enhancements. 

        The cavity properties are guided light emission with 

increasing in intensity according to incident laser power” Ar+ ion 

laser, 514.5 nm: 0.7-0.8 watt”. The cavity showed good thermal 

stability due to metal coating to silicon substrate. 
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